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The closest you'll get on land to the feeling of being on
deck--sailing through the eyes of a true master of both
sail and lens. This deluxe, grand-scale, limited-edition
book is a voyage across America, capturing the joy,
excitement, and serenity of sailing in the waters of every
region of the United States--from Puerto Rico to the tip of
Alaska. Over a lifetime devoted to boats and the pursuit
of pleasure on water, the photographer Onne van der
Wal has accrued an unparalleled archive of the most
evocative and beautiful photography of this great
American sport. Organized by region, and including
competition yachts, leisure crafts, and everything in
between, the book presents stunning vignettes of every
form of American sailing--from classic yacht racing
around Newport, Rhode Island to beautiful schooners
drifting across the Great Lakes, and from peaceful
catamaran expeditions around the islands of Hawaii to
handmade single-masters in the frozen waters of Alaska
and intense Grand Prix races along the rocky coasts of
the Pacific Northwest. With 200 color photographs and
several gatefolds that unfold into glorious panoramic
images, this is a celebration of the nautical lifestyle and a
love letter to an archetypal American pursuit that is so
much more than a pastime for all those lucky enough to
enjoy it.
That's so fetch! The Mean Girls Magnets mini kit features 10
magnets emblazoned with some of the most memorable oneliners from the comedic masterpiece. Also included is a
32-page mini "Burn Book" with quotes and images from the
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2004 film. Magnets feature the following grool phrases: On
Wednesdays we wear pink You go Glen Coco She doesn't
even go here So you agree? You think you're really pretty? Is
butter a carb? SO fetch Get in loser, we're going shopping I'm
a mouse, duh I'm not like a regular mom. I'm a cool mom.
Boo, you whore
Fashion designer Zac Posen takes you on a culinary journey
through his life with 100 recipes every bit as decadent and
inspiring as his designs. Since he was a child, worldrenowned fashion designer Zac Posen has been cultivating
his passion for cooking. For Zac, cooking and fashion are
both sensory experiences. Whether you’re planning a meal
or a fashion line, the goal is to create a masterpiece. In
Cooking with Zac, Posen shares a curated collection of his
favorite recipes, gathered throughout his extraordinary
life—from longstanding family favorites to flavors he has
discovered while traveling the globe. When it comes to
creating meals, Zac believes in a balance between healthy,
fresh, local ingredients and exotic international dishes. In the
same way that he breaks down barriers on the runway, he’s
not afraid of taking risks in the kitchen: recipes range from
delicate summer corn salads to beer can chicken to savory
dashi-glazed lotus root. So put on your most stylish apron,
and get cooking with Zac!
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